Network of Juice
By Thomas K. Arnold

Despite Mayor Susan Golding's show of voice for re-

election next Tuesday, she engaged in a fundraising

blitz in the last few weeks that has enriched her campaign

purse. The mayor was on the phone with her fundraisers

the other day after a campaign speech in which she

announced she was taking a leave of absence from city

business to spend more time with her family. Her rep-

sentatives said the leave was to focus on her family but

also to prepare for the upcoming campaign.

The mayor's fundraising efforts have been.MON

keyed by the strong support from local business

leaders, who have donated generously to her cam-

paign. The mayor's campaign has already raised

$200,000, a significant amount of money for a local

mayoral campaign.

Mayor Golding's campaign has been criticized for

its lack of transparency. The mayor's campaign has

refused to release information about its donors and

has been accused of accepting contributions from

conflicts of interest.

City Councilman Bill Stark, a strong critic of the

mayor, has called for an independent investigation

into the mayor's fundraising efforts.

The mayor's campaign has been accused of

misusing public funds and engaging in unethical

practices. The mayor's campaign has denied these

charges and has said it is committed to ethical

practices.
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MARCH BLANDNESS

By Patrick Dauber

SPORTING BOX

This was enough of a shock for North Carolina head coach Larry Brown, "I never had to deal with anything like this," Delong said. "The story of this game is that we were behind at halftime, but we came back in the second half to win.

The game started out with Duke leading 23-21 after one quarter. In the second quarter, Duke扩大ed their lead to 47-37 at halftime.

In the third quarter, the Tar Heels came back to take a 63-62 lead after three quarters. Duke led 68-66 in the fourth quarter, but North Carolina surged ahead to win 95-81.

North Carolina guard Kermit Washington led all scorers with 25 points. Duke forward Christian Laettner had 20 points.

The game was played in Cameron Indoor Stadium in Durham, North Carolina. The Tar Heels went on to win the ACC tournament championship and advance to the Final Four of the NCAA tournament.

Things that are more important than telephones.

Young scientists like Rochelle learn some pretty amazing stuff after school at a place called the California Institute of Technology. It's one of the most important universities in the country, and one of the many programs supported by Pacific Bell and more than 40,000 Pacific Bell employees who call California home. If you'd like, join your support to ours, please call 1-800-555-1234.
the plot to steal the vote

Next Tuesday, election day, San Diego's City Council will hold a special meeting to vote on a proposal to change the city's election laws. The proposal, which is being discussed in the press as a way to combat voter fraud, is actually a scheme to take control of the city's political process. The City Council, led by Councilman John Taylor, has been working closely with local business interests to develop this plan. Taylor, who is a close ally of Business PAC, the powerful lobbying group that has been behind many of the recent city budget cuts, is pushing the plan as a way to ensure that the interests of business are protected. The proposal would allow city council members to appoint members to the city's elections board, giving them direct control over the process. This would enable them to control the elections, rigging the results in favor of business interests. It would also allow them to control the distribution of campaign funds, further undermining the democratic process. The City Council's plan is a clear violation of the law and a threat to the integrity of our democratic system. We urge all San Diegans to call their council members and demand that they vote against this harmful proposal.
We’ll help you find a mattress that’s just right!

Goldilocks had the right idea. You have to find mattresses before you sleep on them. Our sleep experts can help you find the right firmness, size, and comfort level to suit your needs, all of which makes finding the right mattress easier to bear.

**Weekly Specials**

Iron Scroll Sleigh Bed, Full or Queen, $198

Futon Sofa Bed, $158

“Del Mar” Dining Set, $458

Canopy Beds from $128

**2 MONTHS PAYER SERVICE & VOICE MAIL UNTIL 12/31/96**

$ No deposit & Unlimited pages B No last month fee

**RENEGADE** $49 **NEC EXEC** $65

**ULTRA EXPRESS** $75

Company Prices On These

Call 591-1000 Now!


**Balding?**

OK — we can save the balding!

LA JOLLA HAIR RESTORATION MEDICAL CENTER
459-8600

**LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!**

**NEW & IMPROVED**

$59 OFF

Cutting Edge Communications
17251 1/2 Hayden Rd., Lake Forest, CA 92630

200% - 50% OFF

(bonding & coloring)

**ATTENTION BEER LOVERS**

Now You Can Serve Your Friends a Beer They've Never Had Anywhere... YOUR OWN!

Let Murphy's Custom Brewing Show You How

- Choose from over 30 premium recipes
- Use the activity as a fund raiser, in lacrosse
- Design your own, unique label
- Use, sale, and affordable
- Call for details about Murphy's Beer Night and group party beers
- Attend a FREE beer-tasting workshop

Murphy's Custom Brewing 273-9688

Those who appreciate quality enjoy it responsibly

**NEW LOCATION**

Peach Blossom Home Furnishings

Hand forged iron Beds

Now open, starting at $2,000

7620 Girard Ave., La Jolla
459-2633

**WEST COAST UNIVERSITY**

Degree Programs

- MS Computer Science
- MS Electrical Engineering
- MS Environmental Management
- MS Engineering Management
- MS Electrical Engineering
- MS Computer Science
- Master of International Business Administration (MBA)

Starting classes - Financial Aid available to those who qualify. Accredited by the Western Association of Schools & Colleges.

Quality Education for Adult Students Since 1990

San Diego County Center, 9562 Via Excelencia, San Diego, CA 92130

619-417-9224, 800-252-9224, ext. 8107

**FREE Colored Contacts**

$29

Disposable Contacts

$69

Soft Contacts

$49

Sign up for Direct Deposit of $900 or More Each Month—Free Unlimited ATM Transfers**

- No maintenance fees
- No checking fees
- Free ATM card
- Free traveler's checks
- Free cashiers' check
- Free loan discounts

Become a member of Kearney Mesa Federal Credit Union.

If you or a relative work in Kearney Mesa, work for an affiliated company, or have a relative who is a member.

Kearney Mesa Federal Credit Union

13285 Kearney Mesa Road, Suite 110, San Diego, CA 92127

(760) 760-4600

**AFFORDABLE**

HEALTH INSURANCE

HEALTH QUOTE BROKERS
619-625-4678 800-788-4678

**FREE**

1 Hour Contact Lens Service

**Eyeglass Exam**

- $99

- 50% OFF

- $9

**AMERICAN SOFT CONTACTS**

$169

**COLORED CONTACTS**

- No maintenance fee
- No checking fee
- Free ATM card
- Free traveler's checks
- Free cashiers' checks
- Free loan discounts

Become a member of Kearney Mesa Federal Credit Union.

If you or a relative work in Kearney Mesa, work for an affiliated company, or have a relative who is a member.

Kearney Mesa Federal Credit Union

13285 Kearney Mesa Road, Suite 110, San Diego, CA 92127

(760) 760-4600

**M A R 1 9 9 6**
Local Judges Expressed Only Sympathy for Judge Greer

Bringing Competition to the Legal Profession

E very year during the last Tuesday in March, the California bar holds a test to determine who will pass or fail the bar exam. For most of these students, the test is a battle to make it through the bar exam alive. But what if you are a local judge? Do you feel comfortable with your performance?

In the case of Judge Greer, the answer seems to be yes. Judge Greer, who is a California judge, recently expressed his support for the bar exam. He stated that the test is a fair and accurate way to determine who is qualified to practice law.

Judge Greer's support for the bar exam is not universal. Many local judges have expressed their concerns about the test. They argue that the test is too difficult and that it places too much emphasis on memorization.

Despite these concerns, Judge Greer remains optimistic about the future of the bar exam. He believes that it is an important tool for determining who is qualified to practice law.

What do you think about Judge Greer's support for the bar exam? Do you believe that the test is fair and accurate? Or do you think that it is too difficult and places too much emphasis on memorization?
VA Homebuyers' Seminar
Presented by Barbara George
FREE seminar will show you all there is to buying a home using your VA eligibility, obtaining a mortgage, financing and more.
Date: Saturday, March 30
Time: 10 a.m. to 12 noon
Place: Alvarado School, 3000 Alvarado St., San Diego 92111
For information call: BARBARA GEORGE

SLIP INTO SOMETHING MORE COMFORTABLE...

CALENDAR

LOCAL EVENTS

CREATE MEMORABLE PARTIES
Celebration Expo
Exceptional Products, Services and Ideas to Make Your Parties & Events Extraordinary
Meet
MAGICIANS
SPECIALTY BAKERS
CARICATURE ARTISTS
BANDS
EVENT PLANNERS
VENTRiloquist
Photographers
Calligraphers
Videographers
CALIFORNIA CENTERFOLDS
See and Touch
CASINO EQUIPMENT
LIVE ANIMALS
SPECIAL BALLOONS
BASKET GIFTS
UNIQUE AWARDS
AND MUCH MORE
CELEBRATION EXPO
SUNDAY, MARCH 24
10 AM-5 PM
Holiday Inn On The Bay-San Diego
1356 Harbor Drive at Ash Street
Benefit San Diego's environment through the organization
Linda's Clean San Diego County
Celebration Expo (619) 943-1673
Maybe "After Church" Means He Painted It After Church Services
Whoops, it looks as though we're not in the 19th Century any more.

For past few months, the Tenderloin Gallery has been highlighting a night porter from San Diego's finest hotel. The exhibit draws large crowds and is considered a contemporary American art show. The porters' work is displayed in a beautiful gallery, with interesting information cards, and a collection of their personal items. The hotel management is pleased with the response and hopes to continue the exhibit in the future.

Stephen Hancock's "Colorful Tenderloin"
Through March 31

Using Your Immune System to Fight HIV
An Educational Forum for the General Public:
A New Development in the Treatment of AIDS
Dr. Richard J. Steiger
The Institute Resources Corporation
March 27, 1994

9:00 - 6:00 P.M.
915 Broadway, San Diego
San Diego, CA 92101

LA POLA PILGRIM LOVERS

KIDS' BIRTHDAY SPECIALS
Full Circle's birthday package includes a "Dance for Two Children Special" for $25.00. This package includes two children's dance classes, a birthday cake, and a special gift for each child. Call (619) 279-6680 for reservations.

DANCE $25 for 2 children
Balloons, Ribbon, & Gift Box included

A UNIQUE GIFT

Hot Air Balloon Ride
Save 50%

SPECIAL OFFER

Hot air balloon rides are available at a reduced rate of 50% off the regular price. The discounted rate is $49 per person, and includes a one-hour flight over San Diego Bay with a pilot licensed by the Federal Aviation Administration. Reservations are required. Call (619) 279-6680 for more information.

Calendatical Local Events

As seen on TV

Demon TV
By Abe Opinion

700 Club home page
The game tries to be entertaining, so national events are always relevant. Look out for the rebroadcast of the 1994 World Series.

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS

MUSEUMS
In appropriately sized canvas, the essence of classical painting is carefully captured, allowing for an appreciation of the timeless beauty and technique that define the genre. The compositions often feature landscapes, portraits, and still lifes, each imbued with a sense of harmony and balance. The use of light and shadow is meticulously depicted, creating depth and dimension that bring the scenes to life. The works of classical painters are celebrated for their ability to evoke emotion and tell stories through the use of visual elements. 

The classical tradition is not only a reflection of the past but also a source of inspiration for contemporary artists. The enduring allure of classical painting lies in its ability to capture the essence of a moment, a landscape, or a subject in a way that transcends time. 

By examining the techniques and styles of classical painters, one can gain a deeper understanding of the art form and appreciate its continued relevance today. The works of these masters serve as a bridge between the past and present, reminding us of the power of art to communicate universal human experiences and emotions. 

CLASSICAL LISTINGS
GALLERIES

Mounting a show of paintings, art galleries are an important part of the cultural landscape. They serve as a platform for artists to present their work and for audiences to engage with the visual arts. Art galleries come in various forms, from traditional brick-and-mortar spaces to contemporary digital platforms. 

The selection of art for a gallery show can be influenced by a variety of factors, including the gallery's mission, the artist's reputation, and the thematic focus. Curators often seek to create exhibitions that challenge viewers, provoke thought, and provide new perspectives on art and culture. 

In a gallery, visitors can explore the works of emerging and established artists, discovering new talents and gaining insights into diverse artistic approaches. The environment of a gallery is designed to facilitate a close encounter with the art, allowing for a more immersive and contemplative experience. 

Through engaging with art in a gallery setting, individuals can expand their understanding of the visual arts and foster a deeper appreciation for the creativity and expression that underpin the art world. 

The presence of art galleries contributes to the vibrancy of a community, offering a space for cultural exchange and the exploration of ideas. They play a vital role in supporting the arts, encouraging creative expression, and enriching the cultural fabric of societies around the world.
Don't Let Peace and Freedom Scare You

Jordan isn’t fooling herself into thinking she has a chance at winning.

Toronto-based Jordan has been a high-profile figure in Canadian politics for several years. She is a member of the New Democratic Party and has served as a federal cabinet minister. Jordan has been a vocal supporter of peace and human rights, particularly for women and LGBTQ+ communities.

“Peace and freedom are not weaknesses,” she said in an interview. “They are strengths that can make us stronger.”

Jordan’s message resonates with many Canadians, who are increasingly concerned about the rise of far-right politics. She believes that a strong social safety net and a commitment to international cooperation are essential to building a just and equitable society.

“I believe in the power of ideas,” Jordan said. “We must work together to create a better future.”
MARCH 1996

CALENDAR

MUSIC SCENE

UNDERGROUND
DANCE CLUBS

LOCAL MUSIC

THORNTON WINERY
CHAMPAGNE JAZZ SERIES

RICHARD ELLIOT
CRAIG CHAQUICO
April 16

BONEY JAMES
WILLIE & LISO
April 20

KLAUS
April 22

JOE SAMPLE
June 2

JASE COOK
June 9

NORMAN BROWN
June 16

BOBBY CALLIMB

TAP ROOM

CAMEL CIGARETTES

Down By Law
All scratched up!

HORNIONS

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS!
Monday-Friday • 5:00 pm-7:00 pm

THE PARTY'S OVER

WHERE? WHEREHOUSE

NOW PLAYING

DREAMCATCHER LOUNGE

THURSDAY NIGHT
IN COUNTRY NIGHTS
MARCH 21ST
The Vegas Debut of
SOUTHERN BLUE
9:00 PM TIL 1:00 AM

SUNDAY
MARCH 24TH
THE SWINGIN’
EZ BIG BAND
6:00 PM TIL 10:00 PM

OFF THE COOP

THE NEW RECORD.
Double gated vinyl
with lyrics extra trax.

HEALTH

VIEJAS CASINO & TURF CLUB

3305 METRO ST.

CALL 445-5400

MARCH 1996
UCLA 19, Princeton 18

There is always one more crisis than a straight face can bear.

Review

(a perfect storm)

In a year full of storms, the self-appointed masterminds who have each won a storm day after day have often seemed to be struggling through an endless parade of challenges. It's easy to let the weather get the better of you, but there are ways to weather the storm and emerge stronger.

In the case of the self-appointed masterminds, it's important to remember that they're not alone. There are many others who are also facing similar challenges. It's important to support each other and work together to find solutions.

MOVIES

Young Kwan film

Young Kwan's film is an excellent example of how storytelling can be used to bring attention to important social issues. The film features a young boy who is struggling to make sense of his world and his place in the world. The boy's journey is both heartwarming and heartbreaking, and it's a testament to the power of storytelling.

MOVIE LISTINGS

Hollywood Pictures

Invites you and a guest to attend a special advance screening of

CELTIC PRIDE

Monday, April 8, 7:30 pm
AMC Mission Valley 20

Complimentary Passes

do to the first 50 people who send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

CELTIC PRIDE
P.O. Box 85803
San Diego, CA 92166

AOUTHING TALENT

Diabolique

"A stunning tantalizing triumphant thriller"

"Diabolique is a sexy, stylish homage to Alfred Hitchcock. Isabelle Adjani is breathtaking. She is the best there has ever been."" -Elle Wood

March 1996

A DIVERSION UPDATE ON TOP ORIGINAL FILM

"A suspense thriller with a wonderful tone or humor. Isabelle Adjani and Rocky Davis are superb. They scare you to death."

"UNPREDICTABLE, CHILLING."

A Dyer, Ed

Diabolique

STARTS FRIDAY

WATCH THE ACADEMY AWARDS MARCH 25
Calendar

MOVIES

A celebration of life, love and friendship. It's My Party is right on target... you can't help but love this movie. Hilarious and heart-warming. A true Robert Benton original.

"BRAVE, BOLD, BEAUTIFUL, FUNNY AND HEARTBREAKING."

This is a very special film indeed.

"DOWNRIGHT HILARIOUS!"

One of Spike Lee's best!

"DELICIOUSLY WICKED!"

Peter Kim, Jodie Foster, Kevin Costner, Morgan Freeman, Denzel Washington, Laurence Fishburne, Samuel L. Jackson, Ving Rhames, John Turturro

IT'S MY PARTY


STARTS FRIDAY

San Diego Film Festival

All Films San Diego Presenters

San Diego Life

film to be announced

Short Night

April 23

Hate

April 26

A Couple of Three

April 27

Passage to the Black Mountain

April 28

Two Critics

Mushrooms

April 29

Letters from the East

April 30

Yates

May 1

The Fortress

May 2

Hillcrest

May 3

Festival runs through June 4th

FILM AT 6:00 • UCSD Mandell Auditorium • L.A. 80 • Student Union

UCSD Film Office 615-7265 • All films subject to change. Film presented by UCSD University Events Office & Visual Arts Dept.
What Do You Expect for $12.95?
I would now be slaughtered if I suggested Vigilucci’s was prime food.

At first I visited to make myself blunt that I could not have the fine style of those who spent their time in Las Vegas and the rest of the world. But if you say perhaps, I would maintain an answer, for it is not the food that matters, it is the style of the place that matters. The food is great, the style is good. I would not change the style of the place. The food is good, it is the style that counts. What is not new is the style. But the style is good.

REVIEW

EILENIG VIGNER

The Restaurant: Vigilucci’s Trattoria Italiana
The Location: 801 St. James Rd., Berlin Heights, 60332.
Type of Food: Italian.

Calendar

RESTAURANTS

TIN FORK

This is an early breakfast. It’s nine o’clock at night.

Alex and His 16-Year-Old Bride

I meet Alex at his wedding reception at the Vineyard in Napa and his bride at their house in San Francisco. We sit down to dinner and they tell me about their day. They are both very attractive and have a great sense of humor.

Calendar

RESTAURANTS

TIN FORK

Best Deal in Town! $13

ERIC’S BEEF

Calamari is a must try. It is served with a side of garlic bread. The bread is toasted and buttery. Thecalamari is lightly battered and fried to perfection. The dish is accompagnied by a tartar sauce. For dessert, try the chocolate cake. It is rich and decadent.

LAMOSPII TRIBU TRAVEL RESTAURANT

FREE APPETIZER

Authentic Flamenco Dinner Show from Spain

Authentic Chef: Carmen Garcia

THE DIFFERENCE IS SIMPLY A MATTER OF GOOD TASTE.

Best Deal in Town! $13

ERIC’S BEEF

Calamari is a must try. It is served with a side of garlic bread. The bread is toasted and buttery. Thecalamari is lightly battered and fried to perfection. The dish is accompagnied by a tartar sauce. For dessert, try the chocolate cake. It is rich and decadent.